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Chapter-3        

  Answers of Board Questions 

                   

Creative questions 

1. What is Akhaq? Write 4 activities to build up good Akhlaq. (2019,18) 

Answer: Akhlaque means behaviour. Fine temperament and character constitute Akhlaque. 5 activities to 
build up good Akhlaque are given below: 

 
a) To worship Allah 
b) To be obedient to parents 
c) To respect teachers 
d) To speak the truth 
e) To serve the creation  

 
2. What is called the person who possesses honesty? Write 4 sentences that describe the 
honesty of Hazrat Omar (R). (2018) 

Answer: A person who possesses the virtue of honesty is called an honest person.  

4 sentences that describe the honesty of Hazrat Omar (R).  

1) He used to walk in disguise in the quarters/ lanes of Al- Madina to enquire about the ordinary 
people.  

2) Thus he would come to know about their actual conditions of living and life.  
3) Oneday he listened the talking of a poor mother and her daughter, charmed by the honesty of the 

girl.  
4) He arranged the marriage of his eligible and capable son with this honest girl of that poor 

woman. 
 
 
3. What is patriotism? Write 4 sentences about how you love your country? (2018) 

Answer: Patriotism means love for own country. It only means loving one’s motherland. 

Ways to love my country : I can show my love for my country by doing following service: 

1) I love my country and its people and help anyone in danger. 
2) I will take care of trees, domestic birds and animals, will not cause any trouble to these. 
3) I will keep everything neat & clean, will conserve essential things 
4) I won’t waste water, gas and electricity. 
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4. Why should you not discriminate with classmates? Write 4 sentences how you will 
behave with classmates. (2018) 
 
Answer: I should not discriminate with classmates because we are brothers to one another. 
 
4 sentences how I will behave with my classmates are given bellow:  
 

1) In my school I won’t steal other’s text books, pencils, notebooks 
2) I won’t create disorder inside the classroom  
3) If anyone do such misdeeds, I will prevent him from doing so.  
4) I will keep good friendship with others and give then good advice 

 
 
5. What is service to the creation? Write 4 benefits about the service to the creation. (2018) 

Answer: Man must show mercy to all the creations of Allah. Man will be sympathetic and kind to all other 
creatures. Such activities of man constitute service to creation.  

Benefits of service to the creation  

1) After completing our worship of Allah, our next responsibility is to serve human beings and other 
creations of Allah. 
2) Allah is pleased with those who bestows kindness to Allah’s creations.  
3) Prophet(sm) said- 
 
“Show mercy to whatever is on the earth, Allah will shower mercy on you”. 

4) If we dont show mercy with others, Allah will be displeased with us and wont show mercy on us. Prophet 
(sm) said- 

“Allah does not bestow mercy on a person who does not show mercy to human beings”. 

 

6. What do you do when you see your classmate is doing good deeds? Write 4 good deeds 
that you do in your school. (2018) 

 
Answer : When I see my classmate is doing good deeds I will cooperate him, appreciate him, and try to 
follow him. 
4 good deeds that I do in my class are given below: 
 

a. I respect teachers 
b. I speak the truth 
c. I behave well with my classmates 
d. I never write on the school benches and walls. 
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7. How do you behave with the people of other religion? Write 6 sentences about this. 
(2018) 
 
Answer: I behave nicely with the people of other religion same as I behave with the people of my religion. 
 
6 sentences how I behave with the people of other religion are given below: 
 

1) I behave gently with the people of other religion 
2) Talk to them politely. 
3) Never fight or quarrel with them. 
4) Be sympathetic and kind to them. 
5) Help them in their needs. 
6) Never cause any harm to them. 

 
 
8. What is good conduct? What should we do before starting of any good deeds? How do 
you practice showing tolerance in your school? Write 5 sentences. (2017) 
 

Answer: : Every good deeds, righteousness and all virtuous acts are called good deeds. before starting of 
any good deeds we should say ‘Bishmillahir Rahmanir Rahim’. 

1) In my school I won’t steal other’s text books, pencils, notebooks 
2) Won’t create disorder and uproar inside the classroom  
3) Wont damage the benches by cutting their edges with knife,  
4) Wont spreads ink on the walls 
5) If anyone do such misdeeds, I will prevent him from doing so. If he does not listen then I will 

report his misdeeds to his teachers.  

 

9. Which guides people towards the good deeds? Write 5 ways describing how you will 
      behave with the people of other religions? What acts constitute misdeeds? (2016) 

Answer: Honesty guides people towards the good deeds. Good acts lead men to Jannat (heaven).  
 
5 ways describing how I will behave with the people of other religions are given below: 
 

1) I behave gently and talk politely with the people of other religion 
2) Never fight or quarrel with them. 
3) Be sympathetic and kind to them. 
4) Help them in their needs. 
5) Never cause any harm to them. 

 
*All bad and dishonest acts constitute misdeeds.  
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10. What did The Great Prophet (SM) say about good conduct? In what way can we serve and help 
people? Write in 5 sentences. (2015, 2014) 

Answer: Prophet(sm) said, “He who has a noble character is the best among you’’ 

Ways to serve and help the people  

• To be kind and sympathetic to one another. 
• To help the people and serve human beings. 

 
• To feed the hungry 
• Cooperate to friends, relatives and neighbours  
• Provide shelter r cloths 

 

11. Write 1 responsibility you do to save the environment.  What do you do during flood? Write 4 
sentences about it. (2018). 
 
Answer:   One responsibility that I do tosave the environment is keeping my home, school, playground and 
roads neat and   clean. 
 
Four sentences about what I do during flood are given below: 
 

a) During flood, I undertake relief and nursing activities. 
b) I stand by the side of affected people. 
c) I try to serve people. 
d) Give them food and shelter.  

 
12. How do you behave with your neighbours? Write 4 good deeds that you do with your 
neighbours. (2018). 
 
Answer: I behave nicely with my neighbours. 
 
 4 good deeds that I do with  neighbours are given below: 
 

1) I behave gently and talk to them politely. 
2) Never fight or quarrel with them. 
3) Help them in their needs. 
4) Never cause any harm to them. 

 
13. What is evil deeds? Write down in four sentences how you will stay away from evil deeds (2018). 
Answer: All bad and dishonest acts constitute evil deeds such as stealing, snatching, quarrelling, fighting 
etc.   
Four sentences about how I will stay away from evil deeds are given below: 

a) I will be kind and sympathetic to human beings. 
b) I will never fight or quarrel with others. 
c) I will ensure human rights. 

d) Never cause any harm to anyone.



 

One Sentence Questions 

1) What will you do if your younger brother mistakenly commits a crime? (2018)  

Answer: If my younger brother mistakenly commits a crime,I will control my anger, forgive him and 

advise him not to do that in future. 

2) How do you help the cyclone affected neighbors? (2018)  

Answer: I stand by the side of affected people and provide them necessary aids. 

3) Why shall we respect any kind of work? (2018)  

Answer: We shall respect any kind of work because we all are brothers and no wok is undignified. 

4) Why should you always speak the truth? (2018)  

Answer: I should always speak the truth because falsehood destroys human beings. 

5) Write your 2 good behaviors. (2018)  

Answer:  a) Always speak the truth. 

b) respect parents 

6) Why Allah has made all creations obedient to human being? (2018) 

 Answer: Allah has made all creations obedient to human being for the benefit of man. 

7) What do you do if your pet cat becomes ill? (2018)  

Answer: I will take care and give proper aids and treatment If it becomes ill. 

8) What will you do if something falls in your classroom? (2018) 

 Answer: If something falls in my classroom, I will keep it in its right place. 

9) What will you do to clean your clothes? (2018)  

Answer: To clean my clothes I will wash my clothes regularly. 

10) What is called the person who possesses honesty? (2018)  

Answer: The person who possesses honesty is called an honest person. 
 
11) Why is it important to save environment? (2017)  

Answer: It important to save environment because environmental elements play the important roles for our 
existence. For our survival and comfortable living, we are entirely dependent on the elements of 
environment because these ensure a balance in the environment.  If these environmental elements are 
destroyed completely, we will become extinct.  
 

12. What do you do for being faith to others? (2017)  

Answer: I will always speak the truth and become an honest person. 

13. What is meant by patriotism? (2017) 

 Answer: Patriotism means love for own country. It only means loving one’s motherland. 

14. What will you do if anyone harms you? (2017) 

 Answer: If anyone harms me,I will control my anger, forgive him and advise him not to do that in future. 
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15. In which place did Hazrat Bayzid Bustami (R) have a resident? (2017)  

Answer: Hazrat Bayzid Bustami (R) had a resident in Bustam in Iran. 

16. What is the reason of forgiving the citizen of Makka from the Great Prophet (SM)?(2017)  
Answer: Having the vitue of forgiveness is the reason of forgiving the citizen of Makka from the Great 
Prophet (SM). 
 
17. What is the way to love for own country? (2017)  

Answer: Love the country and its people and conserve the national wealth. 

18. How shall we behave with the parents? (2017,2016) 

Answer: We shall always behave well with our parents and be kind to them . 
 

19. What did Prophet (SM) say about labors? (2017)  

Answer: Prophet (SM) said about labors, "Your servants are your brothers. You should give them the same 
food as you eat. They should be given the dress as you wear. Help them in their work. Do not cause them 
suffer in their work. Show them honour. Their work must be respected".  
 

20. How to love your country? (2016)  

Answer: Love the country and its people and conserve the national wealth. 

21. What did the Great Prophet (SM) say about the payments of wages? (2016)  

Answer: The Great prophet (sm) has said, “Pay the worker his wages before drying up of his sweat due to 
toil.”  
 
22. What is there under the foot of a mother? (2016)  

Answer: Heaven lays under the foot of a mother. 

 

23. What shall we pray for our parents? (2016) 

 Answer: We shall pray for our parents “My Lord! Bestow on them Your Mercy even as they did bring me 
up in childhood.”  

24. Why is it important to save environment? (2017)  

Answer: It important to save environment because environmental elements play the important roles for our 

existence. 

25. What do you do for being faithful to others? (2017)  

Answer: I will always speak the truth and become an honest person. 
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26.What has Allah said about the Dignity of Labor? (2016). 

 Answer: Allah has said about the Dignity of Labor “Man gets that whatever he tries.’’   

27.Write 2 ways to conserve the environment? (2016) 

Answer:  
a) Will always keep our homes, schools, play grounds and roads neat & clean.  
b) We will not destroy trees and plants unnecessarily 

 

28.What did Prophet (SM) say about service to the creation? (2015) 

Answer: Prophet(sm) said, “Show mercy to whatever is on the earth, Allah will shower mercy on you”. 

29. What is Human Right? (2015) 

Answer: Rights of human beings are called human rights.   

30. Who were the progenitors of human race? (2014) 

Answer: Hazrat Adam (A) and Hazrat Hawa (A) were the progenitors of human race. 

 

31. What did the Prophet (SM) say about good conduct? (2014) 

Answer: The Great prophet (Sm) has taught, "If any one of you sees some one is committing an immoral 

act, he should stop it by force. If that is not possible, he should correct the offender through persuasion and 

advice. If this is also not possible, he should hate that person. It betrays the weakest faith (Iman)". 

 

32. What is called honesty? (2014). 

Answer: As-Siddique means honesty. It includes truthfulness, goodness, humanly qualities. when a person 

does not consider his own interest as more important than those of others and don't want to suppress the 

interest of others, and we say that such person has honesty.  

 

33. Who is forbearing person (2013) 
 

Answer:   Those person who can control anger and forgive people is forbearing person. 
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